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Preliminary Information
Vasari surfaces, created from high-quality raw materials using dry compaction techniques and subsequently fired in
latest generation ceramic kilns, have the high levels of ruggedness and durability necessary for use in even the most
extreme conditions. Along with the possibility of installation in wet and outdoor areas, Vasari slabs are ideal for use on
kitchen worktops thanks to their outstanding resistance to shock, scratching, heat and chemicals. As a result, Vasari
provides the perfect combination of style and practicality for the worktop & Australian design segment.

Maintaining Your Vasari Surface Material
Vasari surfaces are resistance to heart, stains, scratches and chemicals and are suitable for both
internal and external areas thanks to its advanced UV technology. Below are the recommended
Vasari care guidelines to keep your surface looking as good as the day it was installed.
Everyday Cleaning
Your Vasari surface can be maintained with everyday cleaning products, such as a spray and wipe
or other non-bleach liquid household cleaners. Inexpensive stone cleaning products from hardware
stores are also appropriate for maintaining your Vasari surface. It is recommended to avoid using
high-alkaline cleaners or high acid based products.

Hard to Remove Stains
In cases where stubborn stains or marks are present, use a non-abrasive cream based cleaning
product, such as a cream cleanser. Alternatively you can use a soap based product and warm
water with a microfibre cloth.

We do not recommend the use of industrial chemicals such as acetone or pain thinner to removes
any stubborn stains. To lodge any questions on hard to remove markings, please contact us via our
website or your stone fabricator.
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Using Vasari Outdoors / In Direct Sunlight
Below are a summary of common mistakes and further recommendations for your Vasari Surface

Do not use any abrasive materials to clean your surface
Avoid using too high or low PH (Acids and alkalines) as cleaners
Exercise caution to prevent accidental knocks near edges and corners and on the
work top surface.
For kitchen benchtops, we suggest using a matte finish, over polish finish to avoid
seeing any hairline or feint scratches when using your benchtop.
To prevent any additional surface scratchings (particularly on polished finishes) avoid
sliding sharp or metal objects across your benchtop (Ie - forks, knives, keys etc)
For bathroom vanities and splashbacks, avoiding leaving moisture, oils or liquids on
the surface for extended periods of time as best practice.

For more information, contact us via our website or via phone.
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